DECEMBER 2020

WINTER NEWSLETTER
..."It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas!"

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Dear HWO service users and supporters. I’m incredibly happy to be
writing this Christmas message to you all. It’s been an extraordinary
journey for everyone. Having reflected on the year thus far, I’m
reminded of my words in June 2020’s newsletter, “history shows us
that nothing is forever and although times are difficult, this time will
pass and we will move forward into a different place”. I’m mindful
that this isn’t just about COVID-19. This is particularly poignant with
regard to the rehabilitation journey of those affected by brain injury.
Overcoming adversity is something that many experience in some
way or another and I think there is a certain comfort in that. Our
struggles are an unavoidable and essential part of our life journey.
It’s up to us as to how we engage with these challenges. Through
adversity, we learn about ourselves. Through experience, we truly
grasp real “Knowledge”. By accepting and embracing our personal
responsibility to that journey, we can achieve real change and
enrich our lives. To recognise and empathise with those around you
is the very essence of how and why charity exists. That is why
Headway Oxfordshire is here for you. Together, we have recognised
and experienced the diverse challenges that people affected by
brain injury encounter. Through empathy, communication,
thoughtfulness, creativity, commitment and shear bloody
mindedness, we help each other along the way. I don’t believe there
are many greater, more important life experiences than to help
others. With this ethos in mind, the team at HWO are working extra
hard to learn and adapt, ensuring we can maintain our support to
you all, both through these challenging times and into the future.
There is light on the horizon with regard to COVID-19. There is
much to look forward to when we look to the horizon. I’d like to wish
all of our service users, carers, family members, supporters and
HWO staff team, a very merry Christmas and a much, much happier
2021. Thank you all for your continued support.
— Jamie Miller, CEO
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Aart Therapy November 2020

We're back in the ARC!

ARTWORK THERAPY

POTTERY

The ARC has been getting creative! Gary
has returned to the centre and has been
leading some very enjoyable art sessions.
We've painted the likes of a 'Silver Birch',
to a 'View Along Spurn Point' to a
'Mediterranean Sea Front View'.

Look at all the clay creations we've
made - a pot, pyramid, whale,
snake, mouse and yacht. Pottery
stimulates all parts of the brain and
focuses on key skills such as
organisation, memory & creativity.

QUIZ

The quizzes have continued.
After all the lockdown quiz
practice, it was time to put
knowledge to the test.

CHAIR YOGA

We've enjoyed blissful chair yoga
sessions, aimed at clearing the
mind and leaving you relaxed and
ready to start the weekend.

FUNCTIONAL
MOVEMENT THERAPY
Over the past couple of months, we
have been kicking off the mornings
with a specialist exercise sequencing
session, aimed at maintaining health
and fitness levels.

LINKEE
Great for testing the brain, Linkee is a quiz
game with a twist. The twist being you don’t win
by answering the questions but by working out
what the answers have in common.

Yacht by John: “I used to be a
skipper on a yacht and sailed
around the Mediterranean”.

Yellow pot by Kevin: “I wanted to make a
pot because it’s practical. I love bright
colours and was inspired by the season's
autumn leaves”.

Pyramid by Colette: “I love reading about
Ancient Egypt and was inspired by the
Ancient Egyptian Sphinx. I love pottery and
took ceramics lessons at school. I’m into arts
and craft. It’s right up my street”.

Whale by Tom: “When I was at school, I
made a vase that I loved, and so it was
great to revisit pottery. I created a whale,
as it was the easiest to do with the block
of clay”.

WINTER POEM
Dry leaves that have fallen,
Look like cornflakes under my feet,
Can I put sugar on them,
That would be sweet.
Bare trees,
Is it – 3 degrees?
Christmas is on its way!
Everyone shout weh-hay!
A good time,
A family time,
A time to decorate,
A time to celebrate.
Let’s remember the reason,
For this great season.
God bless us all <3
– by Colette Britten

Paintings and pottery by our ARC Groups

Snake & Rabbit by Roy: “I wanted to create
subjects rather than objects to give them
character”.

Elephant by Michael: “I love pottery. I was inspired
by my life in Africa when I was younger and so I
created an elephant”.

CHARITY SKYDIVE

100K CHALLENGE

Three brave Headway Heroes took on a a leap of
faith, and completed a skydive, raising over £2,000
for Headway Oxfordshire!
Kyra, Sasha and Emily ventured up to Hinton
Skydive centre for the second time - after their first
attempt was postponed due to windy weather.
The three plummeted 13,000 feet, accelerating up to
120 mph.
Sasha said: "It was amazing - best experience ever!
I was actually okay it was just hanging out of the
plane and then he flipped us out".

Natasha Keyani completed a 100k challenge
during the month of October and raised over
£1,000!
Natasha took part in this challenge in memory of
her Mum who sadly passed on 1st October last
year after suffering three brain aneurysms and a
stroke.
Natasha exceeded the target and achieved 111.13
km through a combination of walking and running.
Congratulations Natasha! #Headwayhero

BEYOND THE ARC
RECENT EVENTS

BLENHEIM PALACE TRIATHLON
Headway Oxfordshire manager, Charlotte Carlisle rose to the
challenge of the Blenheim Palace Triathlon - a tough
combination of swimming (750m), cycling (20k) and running
(5k).
Charlotte encourages everyone to step out of their comfort
zone and try something new: “Do something that scares you.
I encourage everyone to step out of their comfort zone. It’s a
great memory".
Congratulations to Charlotte on her incredible achievement!

SHAW GIBBS MURDER MYSTERY NIGHT
On Thursday 29th October, charity partner
Shaw Gibbs hosted an online Murder
Mystery event in spirit of Halloween and to
raise funds for Headway Oxfordshire and
Special Effect.
Teams raced head-to-head to try and
solve clues and find out "whodunit".

LOUEZE MILLER WINS
LEADERSHIP AWARD
On Friday 6th November, Loueze Miller was announced the
winner of the Leadership Award in the 2020 Oxfordshire Care
Awards.
The awards that was part of Adult Social Care Provider week, taking
place 2nd – 6th November, aims to recognise and celebrate
individuals, organisations, and companies who have demonstrated
outstanding excellence within the care sector in Oxfordshire.
Loueze Miller, who worked as the Activity and Rehabilitation Centre
Coordinator (recently appointed as our Specialist Exercise
Professional) said: “Wow. I’ve never won anything before. I won a
chicken in Australia once but this is fantastic. What a shock and a
surprise. That’s outrageous. I don’t even know what to say. It’s not just
for me, this award goes to everyone. Thank you. This is amazing”.
Charlotte Carlisle, Operations Manager at Headway Oxfordshire said
“Loueze is something special. She is supportive and positive always.
She goes above and beyond every day, leading the daily activities and
physiotherapy sessions. Loueze has extraordinary energy, creativity
and an immense sense of fun, which makes the Activity and
Rehabilitation Centre a place of utter joy. Thank you and
congratulations to Loueze”.
#OxfordshireCareAwards

GRANT SUCCESS!

We are excited to announce, that we have been successful in securing the following grants:
Lottery Covid- 19 Response Fund £78,440
Oxlep £8,500
Pye Charitable Trust £2,500
Bartlett Taylor Charitable Trust £1,000
Ammco Trust £1,000
Tesco's Bag for Help £500
Westwards Trust £500
Thank you for your support - without it, we wouldn't be able to give support to others allowing us to continue
helping those affected by brain injury throughout Oxfordshire!

SENSORY REHABILITATION
GARDEN PROJECT
The Sensory Rehabilitation Garden project has been put on hold for now. We look forward to a time that
we can continue the project with Headway Oxfordshire and Radley College volunteers.
What difference will it make?
A Sensory Rehabilitation Garden is carefully designed to stimulate all the senses – individually and in
combination – of its visitors, as well as providing an appealing experience for sight, smell, touch, taste
and sound. As an open and safe space for service users, a sensory garden can serve as a:
Calming place with a seating area and ambience of calm to relax and recharge
Therapeutic space for service users to enjoy nature and to recuperate
Community area to grow Headway’s own flowers, vegetables and fruits.
Learning experience that appeals to service users’ senses, in which they can learn about nature,
gardening and wildlife, increases socialisation and confidence.
As the garden will feature a variety of objects, surfaces, plants, scents, and sounds, it will be an important
tool to for those affected by brain injury to learn new or regain lost skills, showing initiative and getting
actively involved in upkeeping the garden. Just the act of planting or casting seeds and later watching
them grow and flourish can be the most empowering experience.

Our plans for Headway’s own Sensory Rehabilitation Garden
The garden will have a seated area for respite and socialisation, an accessible pathway in the figure of
eight, water features, flower beds, a herb garden, visually-pleasing flowers and fruit trees. As well as
these features, it is important that the sensory garden has “everyday” features such as a lawnmower and
a watering can/ hose to improve our service users’ confidence when integrating back into community life.
The Sensory Rehabilitation Garden will be used primarily by our service users, specifically for people with
brain injury, however not limited to the service users. We would like the space to be used by carers as a
form of respite. This means that the project will make a significant lasting difference to a range of people
within the community. Overall, the aim of the garden is to bring happiness to people’s lives and improve
recovery following a brain injury.
If you would like to make a donation towards the Sensory Rehabilitation Garden Project, you can
find out more information at www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/garden-project/.
#HWOGardenProject

IN THE LIFE OF
Anita's Story
A Short Tale of a Friday night in...
A: “Let’s watch a movie”
B: “Ok ideas?”
A: “Not sure but something light hearted".
”B: “Give me a minute as I check out the hot choices
over the last few years”.
A: “Ok I’ll grab a tea. Fancy a cuppa?
”B: “I’m ok, I’ll stick to a Friday night beer”. *2 Minutes Later*
B: “Here’s a flick with a high IMDb rating… here we go….”
A: “Hmmm …Open credits look good. What’s it called?”
B: “‘Spy’ released in 2015".
A: “Cool”.
A: “Hey Jude Law playing a cameo James Bond… hang on this looks familiar…have I seen this before??.
Give me a minute let’s see how much I can remember…”B: “You sure or should we find another movie
anyway”
A: “Give it a minute … let me see if I can remember the storyline” *5 minutes later…*
A: “Hang on I don’t recall this movie . That’s strange… I remember the first few scenes with Jude Law in
his black tie and his suave moves but after that it’s a blank?? Let’s just watch it as it looks good".
My thoughts - 'where did I watch this? With whom? Why didn’t I watch the whole movie?' Just like Linkee
the game, what is the common factor here? My memory, or should I say lack of it. Does this happen to
you? Does this ring any bells for you? Does it make you want to pull your hair out and scream in private?
So here’s my memory story.
I was unfortunate enough to have two brain tumours. On the other hand I was incredibly lucky to have
two operations to remove as much of the tumours as possible. I’m now on a journey of discovery as I
learn to re-engage my brain in normal everyday activities. The two main hurdles I have encountered are
fatigue and memory failure. To explain to people who ask how I am, I take the allergy of comparing
myself to a barometer. (That doesn’t sound right…Come on what’s the word I’m looking for?) Like every
human being, my body uses heaps of energy to function everyday. I reckon on a good day my fuel tank
runs on 30% capacity. One of the biggest drains on my energy is memory retrieval. Following on from my
operations, when it comes to recalling something short-term or long-term, I struggle. I find it especially
difficult to recall facts and figures. I guess this relates to damaged memory traces and broken encoding. I
can literally feel my brain disappearing as it searches for information I previously knew or thought I knew.
While I wait for it to surface, I grab myself a mental cup of coffee and cake patiently waiting for the
answer to bounce into my consciousness.
Does this annoy me? Yes! Do I suffer from brain fog? Yes! Does my brain hurt when I try really hard in a
quiz? Yes!
What’s my personal solution? Keep on trying and don’t give up. I have noticed there are slight
improvements in my retrieval capabilities especially by adopting a number of varied strategies.

IN THE LIFE OF
My number one strategy is being in a happy state of mind (this doesn’t involve CBT). I get better results
when it comes to my memory functions, as I’m not having to push the negative thoughts to one side
before I start the recall process. Removing unnecessary complications gives my memory a better, more
effective opportunity to utilise my limited energy resources. I have been told my brain is now adapting to
the new space in my head, I visualise this as a seedling growing into a flower that needs to be nurtured
and nourished in a kind manner to encourage it to blossom with colour. In medical terms this is referred to
the plasticity of the brain. As you can imagine, the brain is now forced to adapt into a new environment.
It’s a slow process as there is a lot of complex layering work involved in building a new changing,
evolving structure from new cell growth, neuro-transmitters to new pathways retrieval, retention and
memory tracing. We just have to believe this can be done and remember the journey is different for
every individual.
One of my other strategies is learning new forms of sensory memory through various creative forms from
listening to the radio, hearing my favourite songs, watching plays and movies, reading novels, tuning into
lectures and using the power of colour. What’s very tricky is I feel my thoughts have a low
sticking/retention capacity or shaky encoding abilities. My immediate short-term memory struggles with
day-to- day activity, especially if it involves cognitively demanding tasks, for example following IT
instructions or following the train of thought through a demanding conversation. By exposing myself to
new information on a regular basis, I feel this intrinsically intrigues my brain and gives it fodder to chew
over. Another one of my strategies is taking small steps rather than giant leaps. This enables me to
reduce levels of anxiety, fear and panic. Combine this with a good amount of rest mixed with patience
and hope I’m finding my memory will improve in the long-term. I find actively engaging the brain in a
variety of different activities will help it to positively repair the brain damage and recircuit the pathways in
a way that gives me control. Yes, having a poor memory has its frustrations, but being human and
forgetting with age, this is a natural by product of the whole process of living.
Yes, I have to re-read sections of a book as I can’t quite remember the storyline or the importance of a
key characters or what clues were revealed in the dialogue. Why do I do this? Because I don’t like to miss
the key theme of the story, otherwise I’ll end up not being able to discuss the book or understand the
essences of the storyline and therefore not enjoy actually reading a book. Battling with cognitive
understanding as well as memory lapse, I have learnt to take a step back in everyday situations. How I
explain this to myself is I understand why memory has a lower ranking in the triage of operations my brain
deals with everyday as it repairs brain damage. The good news is I have accepted this situation,
therefore I have given my brain the permission to honour this process and rather than constantly
undermining myself for what I can’t do, I turn to what I am doing and how the small changes are building
up to bigger future changes. I remind myself stress, anxiety and depression will throw more hurdles for
me to jump over in my journey.

IN THE LIFE OF
However each time I remember something I was struggling to recall (memory interference), especially
when I can see it but can’t grab it as quickly as I would like, I count this as a small win. I’m seeing
improvements, be they small but they are still improvements. For example, before my tumours I used to
cook from memory. After my operations, I just can’t recall the recipes any more. However, I’m pleased to
say things have improved – I search for the recipe on Google! I might consequently remember elements
of it, but through repetition and practice I’m getting better at recall and relearning. I have also developed a
method of single focus when conducting a task. Knowing I have very limited resources available to me, I
disconnect from unrelated stimulation around me to allow me to focus on the single task I’m attempting.
Take for example changing my bed. For over a year, this was not something I could do myself. Now I
access my level of energy before I start, I mentally recall what I need in terms of bedding and then I recall
where the items are and when I’m ready mentally, I locate the items and start changing the bed. When I
struggle, I split the task into stages so it’s easier for my brain to work out the steps. If I am unable to
completely do the bed change myself I ask for help. When this happens I sit down and maybe just
change the pillows. By sitting down I’m resting a little, which then allows my brain to use that energy to
complete the task. Rest is paramount to memory. When I’m over tired, there are no resources to focus on
memory.
I do things I enjoy or challenge me, as each activity requires various types of memory e.g. quizzes, card
games, board games such as Scramble, reading, catching up with the news, watching serials and
watching films, cooking, writing, talking to friends and family. Sport and exercise, such as yoga, calm the
mindset and help to improve memory. This is because you are learning and repeating actions, improving
motor skills and muscle memory, as well as coordination skills. This assists the development of memory
traces and helps to retain impressions of sensory information after the initial stimulus has ceased. At
some point, I will seek to embed mindfulness practices in my day to simply calm and slow the
neurological activity.
Good nutrition and healthy foods assist healthy brain cell grow giving memory functions a greater chance
of success. Nutritionists have suggested I take regular Vitamin D, iron, magnesium, dark green
vegetables, omega 3, protein, berries and less sugar. I also nap and try to get enough quality sleep
therefore letting my brain rest and recover and drain away various toxins. It’s working harder than ever
as it rebuilds, repairs and learns. Memory is a very complex mental process so it needs a good source of
energy and rest to function and improve. Building a range of experiences, I actively build happy memories
to boost my energy with endorphins and enjoy the results as I learn to build a positive future of my own
choice.
This nicely leads on to Nostalgia which I find builds my self-affirmations. Positivity boosts my energy
drive and memory while allowing negativity to drain away before it becomes an added nuisance. One of
my classic problems is remembering what I did at the weekend or during the week? I keep a daily journal
of key events which I can reference if I need to recall an event. Writing things down helps me to I
increase the chance of remembering an event. The crazy thing is, I find my fingers start to type
something completely differently to what I’m thinking. Is this a short term memory issue or a processing
delay or simply an interference issue – I’ll leave you to puzzle over this one. Surprisingly I can also suffer
with face recognition – apart from the one I see in the mirror every morning. The best of luck on your
individual journey!
– by Anita Williams Brain Injury Survivor

WELCOME TO THE TEAM

Heather
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Lead ABI Navigator

ARC Coordinator
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ABI Navigator
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ABI Assistant

ABI Navigator

MOVING AHEAD: PLANS FOR
COMMUNITY NAVIGATORS
Those who have previously benefitted from our ABI Support Worker service will be really pleased to hear that we
are now pushing ahead with our replacement support package “Community Navigator Service” (CNS). We
understand that recovering from a brain injury can be challenging for individuals, families and carers. We are
here to support you.
We will encourage and support you in adjusting to the new challenges you face. This could be by re-learning lost
skills or developing new ones that will empower you to become more independent. We appreciate that everyone
is different and although some may benefit from our centre based activity and rehabilitation services, others may
prefer to have a more focussed support package within their own home and community setting. If this applies to
you, then our Community Navigation Services (CNS) may be the best option.
What is CNS?
The aim of the project is to:
provide a framework of goal based structured support, that is agreed and owned by the individual themselves
create a menu of options to allow clients to create goals collaboratively with HWO staff
provide useful and accurate information around brain injury
support and promote condition specific insight
utilise coping strategies and rehabilitations tools to maximise recovery outcomes
help rebuild confidence
re-focus on a successful life after a Brian Injury
promote long term independence
The CNS project provides fixed-term support to improve independence and community integration long-term for
individuals affected by brain injury over a defined period (usually 6-months).
Our Community Navigators will agree a timetable of support with you that includes regular home and/or
community visits. The Community Navigator will work with you to identify the most pressing issues you are facing
in relation to your brain injury.
Although every brain injury is different, there are common issues that those affected by brain injury experience
and these can become barriers to their long term rehabilitation and community integration. As such, our
Community Navigators can assist you with information, advice and coping strategies around the most common
challenges, including:
Fatigue management
Memory
Planning and Organising
Support for family or carer
Social engagement
Emotional wellbeing
Vocational support
Healthy living
Finance and welfare
If you have any queries or want more information, please do not hesitate to contact the team at Headway
Oxfordshire by email admin@headway-oxfordshire.org.uk or phone 01865 326263.

UPCOMING EVENTS
MINCE PIE MORNING ALL THROUGHOUT DECEMBER
Support brain injury survivors by enjoying some festive treats in
December!
Get in the festive spirit by holding a Mince Pie Morning for Headway
Oxfordshire!
Mince Pie Morning is a great chance to raise money to help those affected
by brain injury across the UK, while sharing some lovely Christmas treats
over a cuppa with friends, family or colleagues.
Simply choose a day that suits you in December, bake or buy some pies,
promote your Mince Pie Morning – and enjoy!
We have a poster that can be used to promote your event; you can
download it, print it and add your event details.
And don’t forget to promote your event and share your photos online! Join in
with other mince pie and coffee mornings across the UK by using
#MincePieMorning.
We can’t wait to see what you all get up to this year!
Find out more: www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/mince-pie-morning.

WOLF RUN SUNDAY 18TH APRIL
Fresh trails and thick mud awaits with a mix of new and classic obstacles
to test/thrill you. Spring Wolf kicks off the season and it's the perfect event
to train for after the winter break. We have created the ultimate 10km route
over the 1000 acre site which boasts some great natural features and
stunning terrain. We can't wait to see what you think!
Only 10 places left!
Registration: FREE (charity covers £55 entry fee)
Minimum sponsorship: £150ppTransport: £10 (optional – we’ll be booking
minibuses).
Register now: www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/wolf-run.

OXFORD'S CHARITY COMEDY NIGHT THURSDAY 20TH MAY
/t’s back! After a sell out show last year, the comedy show is making a
return May 2021!
Join us for a night of comedy at Jericho’s popular and stylish venue, Freud,
whilst raising vital funds in aid of Headway Oxfordshire, a charity that
supports people who have been affected by brain injury.
Date: Thursday 20th May 2021
Time: 7pm
Venue: Freud, 119 Walton Street, Oxford OX2 6AH
*This venue is accessibility friendly*
Early Bird Tickets: SOLD OUT | Standard Tickets: £12
Book now: www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/oxfords-charity-comedynight-3.

UPCOMING EVENTS
TANDEM SKYDIVE SATURDAY 29TH MAY
TAKE TO THE SKIES WITH HEADWAY OXFORDSHIRE!
Are you up for a challenge in 2021? Have you ever wanted the chance to
jump out of a plane? Well now is your chance to do just that , whilst raising
vital funds for people affected by brain injury.
Date: Saturday 29th May 2021
Location: Hinton Skydiving Centre, Hinton Airfield, Steane, Brackley, NN13
5NS
Registration Fee: £50
Registration Deadline: Friday 5th February
Minimum Sponsorship: £395
Skydive Cost: FREE if you raise the minimum sponsorship amount
Minimum Age: 16 (Under 18’s must have parental/guardian’s
consent)Spaces: 24 Maximum – don’t miss out, sign up today!
Register now: www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/tandem-skydive-2021.

OXFORD HALF MARATHON SUNDAY 10TH OCTOBER
Have you ever wanted to run a Half Marathon? Well now is your chance to
do just that. The Oxford Half is returning on Sunday 10th October, and
you could be joining the Headway Oxfordshire team raise vital funds for
people who have been affected by brain injury!
We are the local charity partner and have 50 places available!
The 13.1-mile route is fast and flat, and kicks off from Oxford City Centre,
passing by world-famous museums, universities, and parks. You’ll run
through historic city streets, cross over the River Cherwell, out into the
charming village of Old Marston, and back past the spectacular University
Colleges.
The day will be fun! Live music, local bands and DJs will be on course to
motivate you all the way to the finish line.
Register now: www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/oxford-half.

SAHARA TREK 18-23RD NOVEMBER
Join us for a trip of a lifetime and tick trekking the Sahara Desert
off your bucket list in 2021.
You'll trek through remote and challenging landscapes, camp under the
stars, ride camels and experience the beauty of Morocco.
Date: 18th November – 23rd November 2021
Deposit: £340
Minimum Sponsorship: £1,500
Register your interest: www.headwayoxfordshire.org.uk/saharatrek-2021.

